
BERNINA CutWork
Get creative! Design projects

that are a cut above!

Brimming with creative possibilities!
BERNINA CutWork Accessory and BERNINA CutWork Software

take embroidery to a new level.

www.berninausa.com

BERNINA Exclusive! 





    BERNINA CutWork
    Let your imagination fly! 

There’s a new edge to creative sewing ... cutting! 

The BERNINA CutWork Accessory together with 

the BERNINA CutWork Software gives your 

BERNINA embroidery system the power to cut 

shapes, patterns and designs from single or 

multiple fabric layers. Cut sharp, crisp edges 

quickly and easily. Whip up home decorating 

projects from a variety of fabrics, create reverse 

appliqué projects without the tedious cutting by 

hand. Combine with embroidery for elegant 

traditional cutwork in a fraction of the 

time. Even use as an alternative to 

cutting quilt shapes the old 

fashioned way. Staying on the 

cutting edge can be sew much fun!



www.berninausa.com
www.embroideryonline.com
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BERNINA CutWork
Traditional cutwork designs have never been easier to create. 
Combine the BERNINA CutWork Accessory with embroidery for 
truly unique results.

Compatible with*

artista 180, 185, 200, 630, 640, 730 | aurora 430, 435, 440, 450 | 
BERNINA 830
embroidery module required

Package Contents:

• Installation CD
• USB-Security Key
• BERNINA CutWork Book
• BERNINA CutWork Accessory 
   incl. the BERNINA CutWork Tool

A PC is required for use with the CutWork Software.

Sequence
Simple project planning at your 
finger-tips. Preview each layer of your 
CutWork design; view elements for 
cutting and embroidering then edit 
the sequence if needed to suit your 
individual project.

Webcam
Do you draw or create your own 
designs? If so, it has never been easier 
to import using the CutWork Software 
and your webcam. Now edit and create 
your very own unique CutWork Design!

Clone
Instantly create duplicates of a single 
design with the Clone Function. Arrange 
the duplicate designs on a rectangular or 
circular baseline.

Outline Shape
The Outline Shape function and your 
mouse provide all the tools you need to 
free-hand draw the many shapes you 
want to cut or stitch.

Read: Internal file formats, .DRAW, .NGS, .MLS, Stitch file formats, . DST, .DSB, .DSZ, .TBF, .SST, .SAS, .KSM, .PCS, .PCM, .TAP, .EXP, .PEC, .PES, .HUS, .VIP, .SHV, .JEF, .SEW, .M3, .10O, .101, .

U01, .ZO1 Artwork formate, .Ai (some versions), .CMX, .EPS (some versions), .EMF, .SVG, .BMP, .DIB, .RLE, .JPG, .JPEG, .JPE, .JFIF, .GIF, .WMF, .TIF, .TIFF, .PNG, .ICO Write: Internal file formats: 

.DRAW, .NGS Stitch file formats: .DST, .DSB, .DSZ, .TBF, . SST, .KSM, .PCS, .PCM, .TAP, .EXP, .PEC, .PES, .HUS, .VIP, .SHV, .JEF, .JEF+, .SEW, .M3, .10O, .101, .U01, .Z01, Our artwork: .DXF, .SVG, 

.Our 3 D preview: .PNG, .JPG, .BMP, .TIF. Our Printout: .JPEG

BERNINA CutWork Accessory
Small in size, big on innovation and 
versatility! Eliminate tedious cutting 
involved in traditional quilt projects, 
appliqué or cutwork. Simply replace 
the standard sewing needle in your 
BERNINA Embroidery System with 
the BERNINA CutWork Accessory. Its 
cutting-edge needle cuts shapes and 
designs guided by the embroidery 
module. This patented BERNINA 
innovation will revolutionize the way 
you look at cutting!
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